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Abstract

This paper proposes a simple chartist-fundamentalist model in which we allow for nonlinear time variation in chartists’ extrapolation rate. Estimation of the model using monthly data for the major currencies vis-a-vis the US dollar shows that the model is significant in-sample and that it has out-of-sample predictive power for some of the currencies. We investigate the power of tests of the random walk model to detect predictability against the alternative of the proposed model. We find that the evidence of short-term unpredictability and the long-term predictability are consistent with our model.
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1 Introduction

The work of Meese and Rogoff (1983) showed that structural exchange rate models were not able to beat the simple random walk in out-of-sample prediction. Cheung et al. (2005) repeated a similar exercise, adding the last 20 years of data and confirming the earlier results of Meese and Rogoff. A possible reason for this failure is that fundamental variables used in the structural models play only a minor role in the determination of the exchange rate. This explanation was suggested in survey studies of exchange rate traders such as Frankel and Froot (1987), Allen and Taylor (1992), Lui and Mole (1998) and, more recently, Cheung and Chinn (2001). They find that traders perceive the effects of macroeconomic variables on exchange rates as a long-term phenomenon. For shorter horizons, their expectations are more influenced by non-fundamental factors, such as over-reaction to news, trading based on technical analysis and bandwagon effects. Hence, even though the structural models could explain the long-term dynamics of the exchange rate, at shorter horizons other (non-fundamental) factors play a relevant role in driving the exchange rate.

This evidence suggests that a successful model of exchange rate determination should combine both fundamental and non-fundamental factors. An early model along these lines is Frankel and Froot (1990). The model departs from rational expectations by assuming agents are of one of two types: fundamentalists or chartists. Fundamentalists form expectations about the exchange rate using fundamental factors, such as macroeconomic variables. Chartists, on the other hand, also use information about the past history of the exchange rate itself and extrapolate to form their expectations. The interaction of these types of traders is able to generate patterns with large deviations from the fundamentals. However, in the long term the stabilizing role of the fundamentalists’ expectations drives the exchange rate back to its long-run equilibrium. Further interesting models with heterogeneous traders include Day and Huang (1990), Kirman (1991), De Grauwe and Dewachter (1993), De Grauwe and Grimaldi (2005), Brock and Hommes (1998), Lux and Marchesi (2000), Farmer and Joshi (2002) and Rosser et al. (2003). These models generate complex endogenous price dynamics and are able to match many important stylized facts of financial time series. For recent surveys of this topic see Hommes (2006) and LeBaron (2006). However, basically no attempt has been made thus far to estimate the interplay between chartists and fundamentalists, although this is a pressing matter given the high number of competing agent-based financial market models. Our paper seeks to make a first contribution in that direction.

In addition to the difficulty to explain the short-run dynamics by structural models, time
series methods are also unable to make significant improvements in out-of-sample prediction. Diebold and Nason (1990) used nonparametric regression techniques on weekly exchange rates and failed to achieve any improvement. However, Mark (1995) found that the deviation of the nominal exchange rate from the monetary fundamental value has increasing explanatory power (both in- and out-of-sample) for multi-period returns as the horizon grows. More recently, the robustness of these results have been challenged by Kilian (1999) and Faust et al. (2003). They show that the evidence of predictability disappears when the sample period is extended and when data revisions are taken into account. The issue of (short- and long-horizon) predictability in exchange rates is still an open one. Engel and West (2005) offer an explanation for the inability to forecast nominal exchange rates using fundamental variables. In the set-up of a rational expectations present value model, they show that a large discount factor and a unit root in at least one forcing (observed or unobserved) variable imply a random walk behavior of the exchange rate. Another possible explanation for the poor forecasting performance of exchange rate models is provided by Kilian and Taylor (2003). They find evidence in favour of nonlinear dynamics in the deviation of the nominal exchange rate from the PPP fundamental value. Via simulation they show that long-horizon regression tests have high power in detecting predictability of multi-period returns but significantly lower power out-of-sample. They explain this fact as the effect of the small samples typically used for the out-of-sample exercise. Inoue and Kilian (2004) suggest that in-sample inference might be a more powerful tool to detect the (long-run) mean reversion behavior of asset prices towards their fundamental valuations.

In this paper, we propose an empirical model of exchange rate determination along the tradition of the chartist-fundamentalist approach. As in earlier models, we assume that market participants have heterogeneous expectations of the exchange rate: a group of traders (fundamentalists) considers fundamental factors while another group (chartists) regards also non-fundamental factors, such as past returns. We introduce a threshold type mechanism to model the time variation in the extrapolation rate of the chartists. We assume that they switch between two regimes according to the absolute change in the exchange rate being smaller or larger than a constant value. Further, chartists extrapolate more aggressively when the exchange rate increasingly deviates from the fundamentals. Estimation results suggest that there is evidence in support of the model for most of the currencies. In addition, the model is able to achieve statistically significant improvements in out-of-sample prediction for the Japanese Yen and the French Franc. This is an encouraging result given the evidence in the literature of short-horizon unpredictability.

In order to gauge the relevance of the proposed model to explain the stylized facts on the
short-horizon and long-horizon predictability of spot exchange rates, we perform a Monte Carlo
analysis. We simulate exchange rate series according to the proposed nonlinear model and series
for the deviation from the PPP fundamental following a linear autoregressive model. We then
forecast (out-of-sample) the simulated exchange rate series using the nonparametric method of
Diebold and Nason and the long-horizon regression of Mark. By comparing these forecasts to
those of the random walk model, we are able to evaluate the power of these methods to detect
the short- and long-horizon predictability contained in the simulated series. In other words,
the aim is to investigate the power of these tests to detect the predictability in the simulated
spot exchange rate series due to the nonlinearity in the expectations of the chartists and the
mean reversion due to the fundamentalist expectations. We find that the nonparametric test has
extremely low power in detecting the predictability in the simulated series at the typical sample
size available. On the other hand, the long-horizon test shows very high power in detecting the
increasing in-sample predictability at longer horizons, while the power is significantly lower for
the out-of-sample test. These results confirm the evidence and discussion presented in Kilian
and Taylor. We interpret these results as suggestive that the failure to forecast exchange rates
out-of-sample could be explained by the interaction of weak forms of nonlinearity and short
samples typically used in forecasting.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section (2) we describe the model, and in Sec-
tion (3) we show the estimation results for monthly exchange rates. In Section (4) we test
whether the proposed structural model is actually consistent with the empirical puzzles previ-
ously mentioned. Finally, Section (5) concludes.

2 The Model

We develop a simple model of exchange rate determination in which investors have heteroge-
neous expectations. We assume the economy is populated by two types of traders. One group of
traders, the fundamentalists, expects the exchange rate to converge to its long-run fundamental
value. We assume their expectations are given by

\[ E_t^f(s_{t+1}) = s_t + \phi_f(f_t - s_t), \]

where \( s_t \) is the log of the exchange rate at time \( t \), \( f_t \) is the log of the fundamental value and
\( \phi_f \) is a parameter. We can rewrite this equation in terms of the expected change in the log
exchange rate as

\[ E^f_t(r_{t+1}) = \phi_f z_t, \]

where \( r_{t+1} = s_{t+1} - s_t \) is the one-period return and \( z_t = f_t - s_t \) indicates the deviation of the fundamental value from the exchange rate. The fundamentalists expect tomorrow’s price to include an adjustment component that corrects the mispricing of the exchange rate with respect to the fundamental value. In terms of returns, they expect the next period return to be proportional to the mispricing. A mean reversion behaviour of prices to the fundamentals implies that the coefficients \( \phi_f \) should typically be positive and less than 1. If the exchange rate at time \( t \) is above (below) its long-run equilibrium, they expect a depreciation (appreciation) of \( s_t \).

The second type of traders, the chartists, attribute a relevant role to the information extracted from the exchange rate itself. We assume that fundamentals are common knowledge to both groups, but chartists believe the information in the exchange rate itself carries information about its future dynamics (contrary to fundamentalists). We assume that the extrapolation rate of chartists depends on the magnitude of the deviation from the fundamentals. We model the expectations of this group as

\[ E^c_t(s_{t+1}) = s_t + \delta_t(s_t - s_{t-1}), \]

where \( \delta_t \) is a time-varying coefficient that captures the sentiment, or confidence, chartists have in the continuation or reversal of past returns. In terms of returns the expectation is

\[ E^c_t(r_{t+1}) = \delta_t r_t. \]

A positive value of \( \delta_t \) is associated with bandwagon expectations in the sense that traders expect a trend to persist. If an appreciation (depreciation) of the exchange rate is observed they also expect a change in the same direction in the next period. On the other hand, if \( \delta_t \) is negative they expect a reversal of the exchange rate in the following period. We interpret \( \delta_t \) as indicating the sentiment that chartists have in the continuation of a trend. We assume that

\[ \delta_t = \begin{cases} \delta_1 |z_t| & \text{if } |r_t| \geq c \\ \delta_2 |z_t| & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}, \]

where the sentiment depends on the absolute deviation from the fundamentals and switches between two regimes, depending on the absolute return being bigger or smaller than a constant
threshold value $c_1$. A long-standing discussion is the role of chartists’ expectations in stabilizing or destabilizing the market. A negative $\delta_t$ is stabilizing in the sense that changes in the exchange rate are expected to reverse, whereas a positive $\delta_t$ is destabilizing in the sense that positive changes tend to persist and create trends in $s_t$. If the parameters $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$ in Equation (3) have negative (positive) signs, then the chartists have a stabilizing (destabilizing) role. However, allowing $\delta_t$ to vary over time captures the fact that chartists might switch between destabilizing and stabilizing expectations. Opposite signs of the coefficients across regimes represents a situation in which they have stabilizing expectations in one regime and destabilizing ones in the other. This is an interesting hypothesis to test since it implies that chartists might contribute to correct or exacerbate deviations from the long-run equilibrium. In addition, the $\delta_t$ captures the fact that chartists extrapolate more aggressively when the exchange rate deviates more from the fundamentals: if $\delta_1$ or $\delta_2$ are positive they become more confident about the continuation of the trend; on the other hand, if the parameters are negative they expect a stronger correction in the direction of the fundamentals.

We assume that investors have myopic mean-variance demand functions given by

$$d^f_t = \alpha^f \left[ E^f_t(s_{t+1}) - s_t \right]$$

(4)

$$d^c_t = \alpha^c \left[ E^c_t(s_{t+1}) - s_t \right],$$

(5)

where the $\alpha$’s are reaction coefficients and depend on the risk aversion coefficient. Finally, we assume that a risk-neutral market-maker aggregates the demands of the traders and adjusts the price according to the following rule

$$s_{t+1} = s_t + \alpha^m \left[ d^f_t + d^c_t \right],$$

(6)

where $\alpha^m$ indicates the reaction coefficient of the market-maker.

As in Day and Huang, the fundamental value is part of the information set of the chartists. Note also that models that allow for a switching between technical and fundamental trading rules implicitly assume that all traders are aware of the fundamentals. The stabilizing impact of the chartists may appear surprising since they are typically regarded as destabilizing positive feedback traders. However, Chiarella and He (2003) and He and Westerhoff (2005) analytically show that the behavior of the chartists may be beneficial for market stability in the presence of fundamentalists. Moreover, De Grauwe et al. (1993) explore the impact of technical trading rules on the dynamics of foreign exchange markets in more detail. In particular, they derive complex exchange rate dynamics when chartists adopt a trading strategy that uses both short-run and long-run moving averages into account. For instance, a technical sell signal may appear when a positive exchange rate trend loses its momentum (i.e. when the short-run exchange rate trend drops behind the long-run exchange rate trend). To clarify this aspect further, we do not restrict delta a priori.
3 Empirical Evidence

We analyze monthly exchange rates from the beginning of 1974 to the end of 1998. The currencies we consider are the German mark (DM), Japanese yen (JY), Canadian dollar (CD), French franc (FF) and the British pound (BP) against the US dollar. As the fundamental value we assume the PPP (Purchasing Power Parity) given by

\[ f_t = \pi_t - \pi_t^*, \]

where \( \pi_t \) and \( \pi_t^* \) indicate the log of the CPI index in the US and the foreign country, respectively. Figure (1) shows the time series and some linear properties of the exchange rates. From the first column of graphs it is immediately clear that there are large and persistent deviations of the nominal exchange rate from the PPP value for all currencies. The third column also highlights that nominal returns do not show any linear autocorrelation structure (the first 15 lags are displayed). Besides, the squared returns do not show significant linear dependence either.

Figure (1)

The model described in the previous section has a very simple structure that can be easily estimated. Setting all reaction coefficients equal (i.e. \( \alpha_f = \alpha_c = \alpha_m = 1 \)) implies the following model for returns:

\[
 r_{t+1} = \delta_1 |z_{t-r}|r_{t-p}I[|r_{t-q}| \geq c] + \delta_2 |z_{t-r}|r_{t-p}I[|r_{t-q}| < c] + \phi_z z_{t-s} + \epsilon_{t+1}, \tag{7}
\]

where \( I(A) \) denotes the indicator function that assumes the value 1 if \( A \) is true and zero otherwise, and \( \epsilon_t \) is an i.i.d. observational noise term. In Equation (7) we generalize the model described in Section (2) to have lags \( (p,q,r \text{ and } s) \) in the expectations different from 0. We will search for the lags that best fit the data. Equation (7) is estimated by OLS because, conditional on the threshold \( c \), the model is linear. We will perform a grid search for the optimal value of \( c \).

We estimate the model in Equation (7) in the period 1974 to the end of 1994 and keep the observations from 1995 to the end of 1998 for one-step ahead out-of-sample forecasts. Table (1) reports the parameter estimates (with Newey-West standard errors) and the \( F \)-test for linearity proposed by Hansen (1996, 1997)\(^3\). To evaluate the out-of-sample forecasts we report the Root Mean Square Prediction Error (RMSPE) relative to the random walk model and the \( D_M \) test

\(^3\)The p-values of the Hansen’s \( F \) statistic are obtained using 1000 simulations.
proposed by Diebold and Mariano (1995) to compare predictive accuracy. Table (1) shows also the estimation results for the linear model, that is, when we assume that $\delta_1 = \delta_2 = \delta_0$ are equal across regimes. In this case, we estimate the regression

$$r_{t+1} = \delta_0 |z_{t-r}|r_{t-p} + \phi_f z_{t-s} + \epsilon_{t+1},$$

(8)

where $\delta_0$ is a parameter. We indicate Equation (8) as the linear model.

As shown in Table (1), for the linear model the lagged deviation from the fundamental price is significant at the 5% level for all the currencies, but the lagged value of the returns is not significant. Instead, when the nonlinear model is considered most of the coefficients are significant at the 5% level. The only exception is the CD, for which the evidence of a threshold dynamics is weak. This is also confirmed by the linearity test, which strongly rejects the null hypothesis of linearity for DM, FF and BP, rejects at the 10% level for the JY and does not reject for the CD.

Table (1)

For most of the currencies the dependence of the return on the lagged deviation occurs at lag 12 (the 7th lag is also significant for CD). The coefficient $\hat{\phi}_f$ varies between 0.018 for the JY and 0.037 for the BP, implying a slow adjustment towards the fundamentals. An interpretation of the results in terms of the model in Section (2) is that fundamentalists base their expectations about next month’s exchange rate on the level of today’s exchange rate with a typical 3% monthly adjustment of the deviation from the long-run equilibrium that occurred one year ago. This result is consistent with the survey analysis of Frankel and Froot (1987), Allen and Taylor (1992) and Cheung and Chinn (2001), from which it emerged that investors use information about fundamentals when forming long-term expectations.

The significant nonlinear dependence on past returns occurs on the first lag, with the exception of the BP, where the third lag is also significant. This confirms the survey findings

4We implement the DM test with the correction proposed by Harvey et al. (1997). The p-value of the DM is obtained using bootstrap methods under the null hypothesis of no exchange rate predictability.

5We followed the suggestion of a referee and considered the possibility that $\delta_t$ represents time variation in the sentiment of fundamentalists rather than chartists as we assume in our model. We estimate the alternative specification and the in-sample evidence for the nonlinear mechanism is very weak. The F-test statistic and p-values (in parenthesis) for the different currencies are DM 6.47 (0.08), JY 0.72 (0.98), CD 7.32 (0.07), FF 7.25 (0.07) and 3.07 (0.46) for the BP. The results indicate that for all currencies the nonlinear mechanism is not significant at 5% significance level, although for three of them (DM, CD and FF) at 10%. Comparing the test statistic with those reported in Table (1), it is clear that they are significantly smaller except in the case of the CD. In addition, the alternative specification does not outperform out-of-sample the random walk model for any of the currencies considered.
previously cited, in which 90% of the respondents attributed a relevant role to technical analysis in the formation of expectations for short horizons. For all currencies, the sign of the estimated coefficients of $\delta_t$ are negative in the outer regime (for absolute returns higher than $c$) and positive in the inner regime (absolute returns smaller than $c$). This is evidence in support of the mixed influence of chartists’ expectations on prices: when the exchange rate appreciation (depreciation) is smaller than the threshold, the chartists expect it to persist; on the other hand, when the observed change is larger than $c$, they expect a reversal of the change. Thus, there is evidence supporting the hypothesis that chartists act as a destabilizing force when absolute returns are small, but contribute to the stabilization of the exchange rate when they observe large movements in the exchange rate. In addition, the larger the deviation is from the fundamentals, the more aggressive they become in stabilizing (destabilizing). The estimated value of the threshold varies from 1.5% for the CD to a maximum of 3.2% for the DM.

To evaluate the role of this mechanism more effectively, we visualize the estimated dynamics of $\delta_t$ in Figure (2) for the case of the DM. In the top panel the coefficient $\delta_t$ is plotted against time; the bottom panel depicts the exchange rate and the PPP fundamental value. It is clear that $\delta_t$ is an indicator of chartist sentiment. In periods of large deviations they become nervous about the trading signals they extrapolate from the data. This fact is particularly clear in the period from 1980 to 1985, when a persistent appreciation of the US dollar occurred with respect to the DM that was not supported by an increase in the long-run equilibrium of the PPP. This period is associated with large variability in chartist sentiment, who reacted more nervously and aggressively to changes in prices as the deviation became larger. It is also interesting to note that in 1985 the extrapolation was so aggressive that chartists expected the next month’s change to be even higher than the last observed change. We also observe that $\delta_t$ becomes negative in some cases. This confirms that they might have a stabilizing role when deviations are associated with large changes in the exchange rate (with respect to the threshold).

Figure (2)

The in-sample results are quite promising and point towards a significant explanatory power of the model. The out-of-sample prediction was carried out by re-estimating the model for each of the last 48 months of the sample and making a 1-step ahead forecast. The $\mathcal{DM}$ statistics reported show significant evidence of predictability of the model for FF and JY at the 10% significance level. In the case of DM, JY and FF, the $\mathcal{DM}$ statistic has a negative value, meaning that the structural model has a more accurate forecast ability than the random walk model. Hence, for 2 of the 6 currencies analyzed the in-sample evidence is confirmed even by
the out-of-sample test. For DM and BP the out-of-sample results are not significant but the null of linearity can be safely rejected. For the CD there is evidence that the mean reversion to the fundamentals is stronger than for the other currencies.

4 Evidence of Predictability?

In the previous Section we concluded that the proposed model fits significantly well in-sample but that there is less robust evidence of significant out-of-sample predictive power. This result was already pointed out by Meese and Rogoff for linear models. Later, Diebold and Nason used nonparametric techniques to investigate nonlinear predictability for weekly exchange rates in a time series framework. They found significant in-sample improvements for a wide range of currencies, but out-of-sample the nonparametric method did not improve significantly over the random walk. They pointed to three possible reasons for the lack of out-of-sample improvements: (1) there might be dependence that occurs in even moments that cannot be exploited to improve predictions of the conditional mean, (2) evidence for in-sample nonlinearities could be spuriously caused by outliers and structural shifts, and (3) weak nonlinearities are present in the conditional mean, but it is difficult to exploit them in prediction at the typically available sample sizes. Further investigation of possible nonlinearities in the data was carried out by Meese and Rose (1991). They regressed nonparametrically the change in the exchange rate on some economic variables, such as interest rates, money growth rates and inflation rates. No significant improvement was found.

On the other hand, the unpredictability of exchange rate returns for short horizons has been challenged by evidence of predictability in long-horizon returns. Mark found evidence that the deviation of the nominal exchange rate from the monetary fundamental value has significant (in-sample and out-of-sample) explanatory power for multi-period returns. In addition, a typical finding is that the explanatory power increases with the horizons at which the returns are calculated. More recently, the findings of Mark have been questioned (see Kilian, 1999, and Faust et al., 2003). In particular, Faust et al. evaluate the robustness of Mark’s findings of predictability to data revisions and sample period. Their results suggest that the evidence of predictability is limited to a sample period around that considered by Mark, while extending the period and accounting for data revisions reverses the evidence of predictability. Kilian and Taylor find evidence of nonlinear mean reversion in the deviation of the nominal exchange rate from the PPP fundamental. Based on this evidence, they propose a modification of the

---

6Mark uses data from the first quarter of 1973 until the last quarter of 1991.
bootstrap procedure used in long-horizon regressions (see Mark 1995, and Kilian 1999) that
accounts for the nonlinear behavior of the real exchange rate. The application of this alternative
test of the random walk hypothesis suggests strong evidence in support of increasing exchange
rate predictability at longer horizons.

A heuristic analysis of Figure (1) suggests that the returns do not seem to be affected by
the presence of outliers or heteroscedasticity. Thus, as Diebold and Nason pointed out, a likely
explanation is that the interaction of weak nonlinearities and small samples is responsible for the
lack of out-of-sample predictability for the exchange rates. The structural model proposed here
could be used as a laboratory to investigate this issue. The model incorporates a nonlinearity,
due to the switching mechanism in the chartists’ expectations, that should be captured by
nonparametric time series methods, but it also has a linear adjustment process to the long-
run equilibrium, due to the fundamentalists’ expectations. This second mechanism can be
interpreted as the motivation behind the long-horizon predictability findings.

It is interesting, therefore, to generate time series from the structural model of Section (2)
at the typical sample size available and forecast the simulated exchange rate series using the
techniques of Diebold and Nason (1990) and Mark (1995). The aim is to evaluate whether
the resulting (out-of-sample) forecasts are significantly more accurate compared to those of the
random walk model. The comparison of prediction accuracy is based on the \DM test statistic
proposed by Diebold and Mariano.

We simulate series for nominal exchange rates under the null hypothesis of no predictability
and under the alternative hypothesis of predictability of the type proposed in Section (2). For
the real exchange rate we assume it follows a linear autoregressive process\(^7\). Under the null
hypothesis of no predictability we simulate exchange rate changes, \(r_t\), and deviations from the
PPP log-fundamental, \(z_t = f_t - s_t\), as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
  r_t &= \mu_r + \epsilon_t \\
  z_t &= \mu_z + \sum_{j=1}^{p} \phi_j z_{t-j} + \eta_t
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\mu_r\) and \(\mu_z\) are constants, and the noise terms \(\epsilon_t\) and \(\eta_t\) are uncorrelated and normally
distributed with mean zero and variance equal to the estimated value for the two series. The
lag order \(p\) is chosen optimally according to the BIC criterion. The simulated exchange rate,

\(^7\)Kilian and Taylor conduct a similar simulation exercise where they consider the alternative hypothesis of
predictability deriving from a linear fundamental process and a nonlinear mean-reverting model for the real
exchange rate.
Under the alternative hypothesis of nonlinear predictability of the nominal exchange rate, we simulate series from the following model:

\[ r_t = \mu_r + \{\delta_1 |z_{t-1}|r_{t-1}I_{[r_{t-1} \geq c]} + \delta_2 |z_{t-1}|r_{t-1}I_{[r_{t-1} < c]} + \phi_f z_{t-12}\} + \epsilon_t \tag{10} \]

\[ z_t = \mu_z + \sum_{j=1}^{p} \phi_j z_{t-j} + \eta_t \]

where for the parameter values \( \phi_1, \phi_2, \phi_f \) and \( \gamma \) we use the estimates in Section (3) for the different currencies. Based on the simulated series \( r_t \) (or \( s_t \)) and \( z_t \) in Equations (9) and (10), we apply the tests mentioned earlier to evaluate their size and power properties in detecting the predictability of the nominal exchange rate built into the model of Section (2). For the short-run predictability test we regress nonparametrically changes in the nominal exchange rate \( r_t \) on its own lags, while for the long-horizon regression we regress the \( k \)-period change of the nominal exchange rate, \( r_{t+k} = s_{t+k} - s_t \), on the deviation from the PPP fundamental \( z_t \).

In Section (4.1) we present the nonparametric forecasting method used in Diebold and Nason, the out-of-sample predictability results for the five exchange rate series considered in the previous section, and the size and power analysis based on the simulation exercise described above. The same is reported in Section (4.2) for the long-horizon regression. However, in this case we perform both in- and out-of-sample analysis.

### 4.1 Short-Horizon (Out-of-Sample) Unpredictability

We use the locally weighted regression (LWR) framework of Cleveland and Devlin (1988). Previous applications of LWR to exchange rates are Diebold and Nason (1990) and Meese and Rose (1991). We assume the following nonparametric regression model for exchange rate returns:

\[ r_{t+1} = m(X_t) + \epsilon_t, \tag{11} \]

where \( X_t \) is a vector of lagged values of \( r_t \) and \( \epsilon_t \) is an i.i.d. disturbance term. The LWR method estimates the conditional mean function at the point \( x \), \( m(x) \), by minimizing the following quantity:

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} (r_{t+1} - \alpha - \beta(X_t - x))^2 K\left( \frac{\|X_t - x\|}{d_k(x)} \right), \tag{12} \]
where \( \hat{m}(x) = \hat{\alpha} \), and \( K(\cdot) \) is the tricube kernel defined as

\[
K(u) = \begin{cases} 
(1 - u^3)^3 & \text{for } 0 \leq u < 1 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}.
\]

\( \| \cdot \| \) indicates the euclidean distance and

\[
d_k(x) = \begin{cases} 
\| X_{x(k)} - x \| & \text{for } 0 < h \leq 1 \\
\| X_{x(n)} - x \| h^{1/2} & \text{for } h > 1.
\end{cases}
\]

\( X_{x(k)} \) denotes the \( k \)-th nearest neighbor of \( x \), and \( k \) is the integer part of \( hn \). The bandwidth \( h \) can be interpreted as the parameter that regulates the smoothness of the local linear fit. Given the evidence in the previous section that nonlinearities occur mainly in the first lag, we set \( X_t = r_{t-1} \). As in Section (3), we evaluate the out-of-sample prediction accuracy of the nonparametric regression with the \( DM \) test statistic and the no-change forecast as the null model. The statistic captures the higher accuracy (if any) of the nonparametric prediction compared to the random walk forecast. A negative value of the test statistic means that the nonparametric method has a lower forecasting error than the no-change forecast. Asymptotically, the test statistic is standard normally distributed. However, given the limited sample period devoted to out-of-sample prediction, we rely on the bootstrap approach under the null of no predictability in the nominal exchange rate.

In Table (2) we present the results of the nonparametric one-step-ahead prediction of the nominal exchange rates for the same period (1995:1 to 1998:12) used in the previous section. We consider bandwidth values \( h \) that vary from 0.1 to 1. For all currencies (and all bandwidth) we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the predictions of the LWR method are equally accurate compared to the no-change forecast. For most currencies the p-values of the test are very large, with some exceptions such as the Japanese Yen (when the bandwidth is equal to 1) that has a p-value of 0.12. These results confirm the earlier findings of Diebold and Nason that, despite the significant evidence of nonlinearities in the dynamics of exchange rates, nonparametric methods are unable to outperform the random walk model in out-of-sample forecasts.

Table (2)

Table (3) offers an explanation for these findings. As discussed earlier, we simulate series

---

8In a genuine out-of-sample exercise we would have to choose the value of the bandwidth prior to generating the prediction. However, we chose to use different values for the bandwidth in order to evaluate the power performance of the nonparametric test across various bandwidth values.
from the structural model with the parameter values estimated in the previous section and evaluate the ability of the LWR forecasts to outperform the random walk model. Table (3) reports the frequency of rejections at the 5% significance level of the null hypothesis of equal predictive accuracy in 1000 simulations. The first column shows the results for the series simulated under the null of no exchange rate predictability (the model in Equation 9). In this case we investigate the size of the test across the different bandwidth. The predictability test seems correctly sized with frequencies very close to the nominal significance level. However, the power of the test is remarkably low across the set of parameters estimated for the different currencies. The highest power is 0.304 that is obtained using the parameter values estimated for the British Pound. Across the currencies, for DM, FF and BP the test has power between 20% and 30%, while for JY and CD the power is around 10%. It is interesting to notice that the highest power of the test is obtained for the currencies that were found to have stronger evidence of nonlinearity. The p-values of the Hansen’s F statistic in Table (1) for DM, FF, and BP are below 1%, while for the other currencies they are higher than 5%. This suggests that the nonparametric regression method is able to capture the nonlinearity in the simulated series. However, the statistical properties of the test (due to the limited samples used in out-of-sample forecasting) and/or the mildness of the nonlinearity in exchange rate dynamics result in poor power performance of the predictability test even when the underlying model is nonlinear.

Table (3)

This conclusion is consistent with the explanation of Diebold and Nason mentioned earlier on the interplay between moderate nonlinearities and sample size.

4.2 Long-Horizon predictability

As previously mentioned, Mark showed that long-horizon returns are consistently more predictable than short period returns. To investigate this property he proposed the following regression:

\[ r_{t+k} = \alpha_k + \beta_k z_t + \epsilon_{t+k}, \]  

(13)

where the \( k \)-period return is given by \( r_{t+k} = s_{t+k} - s_t \) and \( z_t \) is the deviation of the fundamental value from the exchange rate. The random walk model implies that exchange rate changes are unpredictable based on current information (such as current and past \( z_t \) or past changes) at short as well as long horizons. This hypothesis can be tested with the null hypothesis that \( \beta_k \) is equal to 0. However, a coefficient \( \beta_k \) different from zero implies that the observed
deviation has explanatory power for the returns over the following $k$ periods. In addition, the economically interesting alternative is $\beta_k > 0$: if the exchange rate is lower (higher) compared to the fundamental value ($z_t > 0$), then in the next $k$ periods the exchange rate will appreciate (depreciate). In other words, the exchange rate will mean revert to the long-run equilibrium in the next $k$ periods. Inference in this type of regressions is typically conducted using bootstrap methods as in Mark (1995) and Kilian (1999).

Mark found that by increasing $k$, the estimate of $\beta_k$ increases in magnitude and becomes significantly positive. In addition, the $R^2$ of the regression consistently increases, suggesting higher explanatory power at longer horizons. He also uses Equation (13) for an out-of-sample prediction exercise and found significant improvements in forecasting performance (compared to the random walk model) at long horizons. However, this evidence is not robust to changes in the sample period and/or data revision as shown by Faust et al.. These results are based on the monetary model of exchange rate determination. When the PPP model is considered to specify the fundamental value of the exchange rate, Kilian and Taylor showed that there is strong evidence of long-horizon predictability in nominal exchange rates.

Previous studies of the long-horizon predictability of the nominal exchange rate have mainly used quarterly data for the post-Bretton Woods period. Instead, we consider monthly observations. The in-sample and out-of-sample periods are given as 1974:1-1994:12 and 1995:1 to 1998:12, respectively. We consider horizons $k$ from 1 month up to 36 months for both the in-sample and out-of-sample results. Table (4) reports the estimation results for the exchange rate series used in the previous Section.

Table (4)

For most currencies (except the Japanese Yen) increasing the horizon $k$ from 1 to 36 months, the estimates of $\beta_k$ become increasingly positive and statistically significant at the 10% level. This evidence supports the results of Mark (1995) and Kilian and Taylor (2003)\(^9\) of significant in-sample predictability at long horizons. For the JY there is no evidence of long-horizon predictability using monthly observations. The column $\text{DM}_k$ in Table (4) reports the results of the out-of-sample long-horizon forecasts. In this case, there is no evidence to reject the hypothesis of equal accuracy of the long-horizon regression compared to the random walk model forecasts. This result holds for the same currencies for which we found significant in-sample predictability.

\(^9\)Our results are similar to Kilian and Taylor because we use a PPP fundamental rather than a monetary fundamental as in Mark (1995), Kilian (1999) and Faust et al. (2003).
predictability. This confirms the earlier evidence on the difficulty to forecast nominal exchange rates out-of-sample even when we find in-sample evidence supporting the model.

Similar to the previous simulation exercise, we now evaluate the size and power properties of the in-sample and out-of-sample predictability tests based on the long-horizon regression. The first two columns of Table (5) show the rejection frequencies at the 5% significance level for the in-sample (denoted as $\beta_k$) and out-of-sample (denoted $DM_k$) tests at horizons from 1 up to 36 months. Under the null hypothesis of no exchange rate predictability, the frequencies are quite close to the nominal level for all horizons, indicating that both tests do not suffer from size distortion. The results of the power analysis show that the in-sample test has a significantly higher power to detect predictability compared to the out-of-sample test. The rejection frequencies for the in-sample test range from 0.67 to 0.93 while the maximum power of the out-of-sample test is 0.13. In addition, the power of the in-sample test has the tendency to increase at medium horizons and slightly decrease at the longer ones.

Table (5)

These results suggest that the evidence of out-of-sample unpredictability of exchange rates might be explained by the negligible power properties of the tests used in the literature. This confirms also the conclusion of Kilian and Taylor (2003) and Inoue and Kilian (2004) that in-sample tests represent a more effective way to evaluate predictability in asset prices.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a simple model of the dynamics of exchange rates inspired by the chartist-fundamentalist approach. We found that combining dependence on fundamental variables and on lagged values of returns is supported by the data. The fundamentalists expect the exchange rate to adjust toward the long-run equilibrium with a typical correction of approximately 3% monthly on the deviation that occurred one year ago. In addition to the stabilizing influence of this group, chartists also contribute to correct the mispricing of the exchange rate: we found that when chartists observe an absolute change beyond a threshold (of approximately 2-3%), they expect a reversal in the next period. On the other hand, for absolute returns smaller than the threshold, they believe that changes will persist. There is also evidence that chartists become more aggressive in extrapolating trends in exchange rates when the deviation from the long-run equilibrium is larger.
However, the in-sample results are not supported by significant out-of-sample evidence of predictability. We find that our model provides more accurate forecasts for only two of the six currencies. We also consider the nonparametric tests of Diebold and Nason and the long-horizon regression of Mark, confirming the inability of these methods to detect (out-of-sample) predictability in the exchange rate series.

Motivated by these results, we perform a Monte Carlo analysis in which we generate series from the proposed structural model and apply these methods to evaluate their ability to capture the forecastability in the simulated exchange rate series. Our results suggest that these tests have very low power to identify the dependence of the type proposed in this paper. The explanation that emerges from this paper for the inability to uncover the predictability in exchange rates is the interaction of weak forms of nonlinearity and the small samples typically available in empirical research.

Finally, after Meese and Rogoff the out-of-sample performance of models has been the benchmark to judge the robustness of the findings of in-sample dependence in exchange rates. However, not much attention has been paid to the issue of the statistical properties of the tests used in evaluating the accuracy of out-of-sample predictions and the role of nonlinearities. A priority for future research is to develop inference methods that are robust in small and moderate samples.
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Figure 1: *Exchange Rates*: Plots for the major currencies against the US dollar for the sample period 1974-1998. The first column shows the nominal exchange rate and the PPP fundamental value, the second column shows the returns, the last two column are the ACF of the returns and the squared returns, respectively.
Figure 2: Chartists Extrapolation Coefficient: The evolution of $\delta_t$ for the DM exchange rate from 1974.1 to 1994.12 (top plot) and the log exchange rate and PPP fundamental value (bottom plot).
Table 1: Estimation Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Linear Model</th>
<th>Nonlinear Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_0$</td>
<td>$\phi_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>-0.047</td>
<td>-1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-1.08)</td>
<td>(-2.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z_{t-11}$</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.98)</td>
<td>(2.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JY</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.22)</td>
<td>(-1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z_{t-11}$</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.81)</td>
<td>(2.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>-1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.88)</td>
<td>(-2.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z_{t-11}$</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.8)</td>
<td>(2.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FF</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.87)</td>
<td>(-1.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z_{t-11}$</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.06)</td>
<td>(2.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.00)</td>
<td>(3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$r_{t-2}$</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-0.72)</td>
<td>(-2.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$z_{t-11}$</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.11)</td>
<td>(2.41)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimation results for the currencies in the first column vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar. The linear model is as in Equation (8) and the nonlinear model is given in Equation (7). The selected lags for the regressors are indicated in the second column. For the threshold variable the first lag was selected for all the currencies except for the JY where the threshold variable is $|r_{t-1}|$. The values in parentheses are the HCCE t-values. $F_{lin}$ indicates the F-test for linearity and in parentheses the simulated p-value; RMSPE indicates the root mean square (out-of-sample) prediction error for the last 48 observations; $D_M$ indicates the statistic for the test of equality of the model forecast compared with the no-change forecast and the one-sided p-values in parentheses (a negative value of the statistics indicates that the structural model improves over the random walk model). Asymptotically it is standard normally distributed. We perform a one-sided test.
Table 2: Nonparametric Predictability Test: applications to exchange rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>h</th>
<th>RMSPE</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>RMSPE</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>RMSPE</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>RMSPE</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>RMSPE</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>RMSPE</th>
<th>DM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.68]</td>
<td>[0.15]</td>
<td>[0.49]</td>
<td>[0.70]</td>
<td>[1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>−0.22</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>−0.70</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.29]</td>
<td>[0.14]</td>
<td>[0.34]</td>
<td>[0.52]</td>
<td>[1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>−0.51</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>−0.71</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.25]</td>
<td>[0.18]</td>
<td>[0.29]</td>
<td>[0.54]</td>
<td>[1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>−0.59</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>−0.74</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>−0.47</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.25]</td>
<td>[0.20]</td>
<td>[0.27]</td>
<td>[0.49]</td>
<td>[1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>−0.71</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>−0.77</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>−0.60</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.20]</td>
<td>[0.19]</td>
<td>[0.24]</td>
<td>[0.50]</td>
<td>[1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>−0.80</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>−0.79</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>−0.66</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.18]</td>
<td>[0.20]</td>
<td>[0.23]</td>
<td>[0.48]</td>
<td>[1.00]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>−0.85</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>−0.80</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>−0.73</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.17]</td>
<td>[0.20]</td>
<td>[0.20]</td>
<td>[0.47]</td>
<td>[0.99]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>−0.89</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>−0.85</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>−0.79</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>−0.08</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.16]</td>
<td>[0.18]</td>
<td>[0.19]</td>
<td>[0.45]</td>
<td>[0.99]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>−0.82</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>−0.92</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>−0.81</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>−0.25</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.20]</td>
<td>[0.16]</td>
<td>[0.19]</td>
<td>[0.41]</td>
<td>[0.99]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>−0.34</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>−0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>−0.66</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>−0.36</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.40]</td>
<td>[0.12]</td>
<td>[0.28]</td>
<td>[0.39]</td>
<td>[0.98]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out-of-sample LWR forecast for the period 1995:1 to 1998:12. RMSPE is the root mean squared prediction error (relative to the random walk model), and DM statistic tests the null hypothesis of equal prediction accuracy of the nonparametric and random walk forecasts. In square brackets are the bootstrap p-values under the null hypothesis of no predictability in the exchange rate.
Table 3: Size and Power of the Nonparametric Predictability Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( h )</th>
<th>( \text{null} )</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>JY</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>BP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.247</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.282</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency of rejection of the null hypothesis of equal predictive accuracy of the nonparametric and random walk out-of-sample forecasts. The \( \text{null} \) represents the model in Equation (9) while the alternative investigated here is the model in Equation (10). The simulated time series are of length 300, of which the last 48 are predicted out-of-sample. The test is the \( \text{DM} \) test for prediction accuracy. The entries indicate the power of the test (i.e., the frequency of rejection of the null hypothesis of equal accuracy of the LWR and no-change predictions when the time series are simulated from the structural model at the estimated parameter values of the different currencies).
### Table 4: Long-Horizon Predictability Tests: Applications to exchange rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$ (from 1 to 36 months)</th>
<th>DM</th>
<th>JY</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>BP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_k$</td>
<td>$DM_k$</td>
<td>$\beta_k$</td>
<td>$DM_k$</td>
<td>$\beta_k$</td>
<td>$DM_k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-0.919</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-1.631</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.15]</td>
<td>[0.17]</td>
<td>[0.31]</td>
<td>[0.051]</td>
<td>[0.22]</td>
<td>[0.66]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>-1.052</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>-1.545</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.19]</td>
<td>[0.18]</td>
<td>[0.34]</td>
<td>[0.097]</td>
<td>[0.14]</td>
<td>[0.69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>-0.722</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>-0.901</td>
<td>0.466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.09]</td>
<td>[0.23]</td>
<td>[0.25]</td>
<td>[0.19]</td>
<td>[0.078]</td>
<td>[0.68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.0462</td>
<td>-0.352</td>
<td>0.762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[0.014]</td>
<td>[0.28]</td>
<td>[0.18]</td>
<td>[0.30]</td>
<td>[0.084]</td>
<td>[0.61]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimation and forecasting results of the long-horizon regression in Equation (13) for the five exchange rate series considered. $k$ denotes the period for which the long-horizon return is calculated. The sample period for estimation is from 1974:1 to 1994:12. The out-of-sample forecasts are generated recursively for the period 1995:1 up to 1998:12. The null hypothesis is that $\beta_k = 0$ versus the one-sided alternative that is larger than 0. The $DM$ statistic tests the null hypothesis of equal accuracy of the nonparametric and the random walk model forecasts. The values reported in square brackets are the one-sided p-values obtained using the bootstrap method in Mark (1995). In bold are the p-values below 10%.
Table 5: Size and Power of the Long-Horizon Predictability Tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$</th>
<th>null $\beta_k$ DM</th>
<th>JY $\beta_k$ DM</th>
<th>CD $\beta_k$ DM</th>
<th>FF $\beta_k$ DM</th>
<th>BP $\beta_k$ DM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.663</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.111</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Frequency of rejection of the in-sample and out-of-sample test of no nominal exchange rate predictability. The in-sample test consists of the null hypothesis that $\beta_k = 0$ (versus the one-sided alternative that is larger than 0). The null hypothesis of the out-of-sample test is the equal accuracy of the long-horizon and random walk forecasts. The exchange rate and deviation from the PPP fundamental series are generated according to model (9) (under the null of no exchange rate predictability) and (10) (under the alternative). In this case, we use the parameters reported in Table (1) for the different currencies.